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extcom Group was founded in 1992 and
is a publicly owned corporation traded on
the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange. Since its inception, Nextcom has become one of the biggest,
most stable, and valued companies of the communications and infrastructure industries in Israel. The
company, at the cutting edge of technology, offers
its customers full turnkey solution including engineering, planning, establishment, and maintenance
of communications infrastructure for wired and
wireless communication networks, while maintaining the highest standards of quality and service.
Nextcom Group supplies customers in Israel and
overseas with advanced solutions for provisioning
voice, data, and video services utilizing broad range
communications infrastructures, installing new infrastructures or migrating and upgrading current installations. Nextcom is experienced with all infrastructures
copper, fiber and wireless with the most advanced
protocols (IP, MPLS, WiMax, Wifi).
Among Nextcom’s customers in Israel, one finds
most of the major corporations: cellular companies, Cable TV providers, telecom companies,
Internet providers, communications equipment
companies, hi-tech companies, public institutions,
security entities. Offering complete 7/24 support
team that meets the most sensitive applications.
In Nextcom you’ll find all the capabilities and

specification phase, designing a technological solution, and planning the network according to the
customer’s needs, through supply of the equipment
required for the project, and full application of the
passive and active network up to the operating,
support, and maintenance services.

resources required for the establishment of communication infrastructures for wired and wireless
networks, under one roof.
As part of the group, several subsidiary companies
specialize in a variety of activities required for setting
up a communications infrastructure and advanced
communications networks – from the functional

welders, who possess the highest certifications,
professional skills and expertise in the field of
welding, drilling and construction of underground
infrastructures.
The company focuses on the management, planning, delivery and execution of projects in the
field of gas and fluids transmission infrastructures.
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TELECOM
With a broad range of specialties, Nextcom is competitive in the fields of wired and wireless infrastructure and communications networks. Its capabilities
incorporate all stages of supply and construction of
communication sites, FOC deployment, as well as
the deployment and maintenance of advanced communications installations at the end-user’s premises such as GSM, RF, SDH, DWDM, Microwave,
WiMAX, Wifi, VOIP and IP/MPLS.

SOLAR ENERGY
Specializing in provision of services and turnkey solutions in the area of renewable energy, constituting a
EPC engineering and comprehensive O & M services,
for On-net and off-net solar energy applications.

GAS
Nextcom, via its daughter company BNEXT, operates in the natural gas fields as an EPC both in
the transmission, distribution and plant retrofit to
natural gas.
The company has experienced engineering team,
licensing personnel, senior project managers, and
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